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Abstract— coalition mobile ad hoc network tunneling with 

the IPv4 with the IPv6 routing protocols in networks. The 

mobility device is merging with the routing protocols 

dynamically. The Mobile Ad hoc Network routing 

architecture is based on Open Source Path First version 

3(OSPFv3). Tunneling provides a multipoint links and it 

provides the link encryption and provides a good Quality of 

Service (QOS). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a Mobile Ad hoc Network nodes one within the another 

nodes in wireless transmission range can communicate with 

each other directly; however, the nodes from outside one 

transmission range to  another transmission  range have to 

one nodes rely messages on some other nodes relay 

messages. A multi hop nodes contains several intermediate 

host relay messages the source node are sends a packets to 

destination node. Mobile Ad hoc Network is a infrastructure 

less networks that comes together with dynamic topology 

adoptable to the changes in network and it forms 

automatically or self-configure. Cellular networks are 

infrastructure networks or cellular network is a kind of fixed 

stations. The mobile ad hoc network as an autonomous 

system which consists of mobile hosts are connected 

thorough wireless links, collection of all the mobile nodes 

which forms a wireless communication network with hostile 

environment. The cellular network infrastructure are support 

wireless communication with the supports of base stations, 

base station networks are fixed network and base station is 

also called as access point I cellular network. In the cellular 

network communications are in between two mobile 

devices. Cellular network backbone are wired network with 

fixed base stations. In Mobile Ad hoc Networks mobility 

devices are self-configure with wireless infrastructure 

network topology devices dynamically change in an 

unpredictable manner since and wireless devices are free to 

move. Mobile Ad hoc Networks are multi-hop mobile 

wireless networks. The packets are transmitted in a packet 

switching manner from a source to destination by using the 

store and forward techniques. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Authors have contributed with Secure data delivery of 

network based applications and services. Drawbacks are Did 

not focus heavily on the protected core concept as an 

overarching emphasis. [2] Authors have contributed with 

MANET radio system developed to support the advanced 

robotics controller. [3] Authors have contributed with 

Focusing on security policies in MANET Example Denial of 

service attack. [6] Authors have contributed with Intrusion 

detection system for MANET accurately detect the attacks, 

Not focus on robust networks. [7] authors have contributed 

for encryption and decryption signatures with asymmetric 

encryption methods used for secure information sharing. 

III. CHALLENGES OF MOBILE ADHOC NETWORKS 

 Dynamic routing Topology: In Mobile Ad hoc 

Networks the mobility devices are switching between 

one network topology to other network topology 

dynamically. 

 Topology maintenance: Updating dynamic changes 

link information among various mobility nodes in 

Mobile Ad hoc Networks. 

 Lack of central Infrastructure: There exist several 

solutions in a cellular network to handle the mobility 

of the nodes while routing is the major concern.  

 Scalability: the Mobile Ad hoc Network size are 

extending, the routing information are also increases. 

 Cooperativeness: the malicious nodes are disturb the 

network operational information. 

 Energy Efficiency: Portable mobility devices are 

operated by the batteries. The battery lifetime is very 

limited period. The mobility devices are keeps 

updating the information about routing and 

transmitting and receiving the signals. 

 Security and Privacy: Mobility devices needs a higher 

security because shared wireless medium devices can 

accessible to both legitimate users and malicious 

attackers. 

 Autonomous: centralized administration devices is not 

available to manage and operation of the different 

mobility nodes in Mobile Ad hoc Networks. 

 Transmission Quality: the transmission quality is poor, 

there is an inherent problem of wireless 

communication caused by several error in sources 

nodes that result is poor received signal. 

 Coalition Networks for Secure Information Sharing 

(CONSIS). 

The CONSIS is collection of different networks like country 

border networks among different countries like France, 

Germany, and United States etc. each countries having its 

own Task Forces for secure the country, the countries apart 

is jointly funded a office of  Navel under the communication 

and networking programs, the main objectives of coalition  

Network for secure information sharing are to develop, 

implement, test, and demonstrate the secure communication 

technologies the participant’s are able to share the 

information in secure manner in Mobile Ad hoc Network 

coalitions. The secure communication between the navel 

task force and military force and civilization communication 

systems, within the communication system the tactical 

forces are evaluate, test, demonstrate the task forces are will 

provide feedback towards technical architecture for 

implementation coalition systems that provide a 
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interoperable services. It is too difficult to interoperability if 

architecture is not available. The task encompasses 

exploring, specifying, and demonstrating mechanisms to 

support the Naval Task Force and associated for secure 

information sharing among coalition networks. 

IV. NAVAL TASKFORCE NETWORK (PROTECTED CORE) 

ARCHITECTURE 

A. Network Architecture 

The Mobile Ad hoc Network architecture are also called 

Protected Core Architecture. The protected core architecture 

consists of two Protected Cores (PCores), the figure 1 shows 

the designed for the US and other Coalition networks. Each 

ship communication has to be done through the point-to-

point satellite links to a respective shore nodes are 

connected through its  corresponding to Protected Cores and 

interconnected by line-of-sight (LOS) links can be  using a 

Layer-2 bridge or  High Frequency (HF) radio signals are 

using Layer-3 routing. The main architectural objective is to 

make the interface radio-agnostic so that any radio can be 

integrated into the network. Figure 1 shows overall network 

architecture designed to support Naval Task Force for 

CoNSIS. Coalition network provide a end to end encryption 

by using the Inline Network Encryption (INE). Landlines 

connect the US national shore station to that of a coalition 

nation. The shore stations have connections on the Plain 

Text (PT) side as well as via the PCore network. 

 
Fig. 1: Typical Protected Core Architecture 

B. Network Features 

The above protected core architecture headstock the US 

Shore and other coalition networks. The CONSIS navel task 

force protected architecture are selected few features of 

network are describe below. 

1) Mobile Ad Hoc Networking (MANET) 

The Mobile Ad Hoc Networking is overcomes the problems 

of cellular network, the cellular networks are static mobile 

communication cellular network phase the many challenges 

in mobile communication. To overcomes the cellular 

network problems by mobile ad hoc network, mobile ad hoc 

network dynamic mobile communication here there is no 

static devices and fixed base station in mobile ad hoc 

networks contains the more number of mobility devices 

quite challenging factors in mobility communication 

environments, in this network bandwidth capacity are more 

communication will be very fast and limited buffering. The 

architecture are uses the request for commands 5578, this 

commands provides a point to point links over the Ethernet 

(PPPoE) this links are used by the routing the radio links. In 

coalition network the session based communication links are 

establishes and it’s encapsulate the session between the 

sender and receiver. In coalition networks finding the open 

shortest path first methods to route the packets and provide 

the authenticated route by using inline network encryption. 

The Figure 2 shows the radio link setup and configure the 

point to point connection exchange protocols and point to 

point data session. 

Fig. 2: Radio Link Setup 

The point to point links between the source to 

destination nodes connections are session based connection 

on both endpoints. The buffering capacity are more to 

packet sending  and improve the performance of the 

networks by finding the cost of the route for shortest path 

and receiving control message of status links. 

C. IPv6 Stateless Address Auto configuration 

IPv6 stateless address auto configuration is main feature in 

IPv6 protocol. IPv6 allows many mobility device are 

connected to internet using the stateless auto configuration 

without support of intermediate protocols. Stateless auto 

configure are backbone of the IPv6 protocol and 

renumbering of internet protocol version 6 are defined by 

request for command 2462 these command doesn’t require 

the host of DHCP server, In IPv6 individual nodes are 

connected to local area networks. Stateless auto configure 

allows to plugging of network devices, the devices are 

configure their own ip address automatically. IPv6 protocols 

are suitable for secure connection without additional 

intermediate proxy servers. The devices are connected to 

various networks through internet, it allows various device 

to access the network from anywhere within a range of 

hotspots. 

D. OSPFv3 Support for Address Families 

The many network enterprises use OSPFv2 for their internal 

IPv4 routing protocols. The OSPFv2 supports IPv4 unicast 

and multicast communication address families, like OSPFv3 

supports the IPv6 unicast and multicast communication 

address family by using the request for command 5838, the 

IETF developed the OSPFv3 for IPv6 protocol the new 

version of OSPF are LSA formats it contains the 128 bit 

IPv6 address space support for different  address families 

(AF) in OSPFv3. The OSPFv3 supports multiple address 

families. Between the two networks IPv4 and IPv6 protocols 

are interoperable by using the different subnet id. 

E. Quality of Service (QoS) 

The point to point links provides the good quality of 

services feature I the navel task force architecture its provide 

the inline network encryption for secure the communication 

links. IPv6 auto flow control and error control mechanisms. 
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The request for command 5578 are provide the point to 

point extensions are converts to multiple access connection. 

F. Protected Core 

The protected cores are connected to different networks for 

protect the communication channels of coalition networks. 

Protected cores provide the sufficient security in coalition 

networks and interoperable between the two different 

network. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Enables secure delivery of network based application and 

services over radio links to support information sharing. 

Resources to radio interface approaches promise 

performance improvements for mobile radio communication 

in IP routing environments  
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